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Brad Hunter
Cold Blooded Murder

Shocking True Stories Of Killers And Psychopaths

July 2021

Murder is the most vile crime known to man. It can be triggered by love or money or
sex. Those are the three big ticket items for homicide. But people are strange. They will
kill for the most obscure and ridiculous of reasons.
In 30 years covering murder, I have discovered each one has its own flavour. Cops and
friends can be stunned by the evil lurking within a seemingly ordinary man or woman.
In this collection of some of the most memorable cases I've reported on, there are
serial killers, rich kid monsters, football stars and wives in pursuit of hormone-charged
hijinks... The very rich and the very poor. Successful lawyers and hotel executives.
Southern belles who could melt butter with a come hither wink and a sexy drawl.
Daddy's girls with gleaming smiles, good marks and possessed by the devil.
These are stories of American crimes and they stretch from coast to coast.
You will find cheating husbands and wives so desperate for love that they'll kill for it.
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Non-Fiction: Crime
Read by Robert G. Slade

Playing Time: 8 hours 12 mins

Rob Lewis
Like No Other Soldier

The Shadowy World Of Security, Protection And Surveillance

August 2021

Staying on in Northern Ireland as a civilian after years of working on undercover
missions against terrorists, Rob eventually gains employment in Bristol, undertaking
security work, but things don't work out and Rob ends up living in a squat.
After a job offer from an old colleague, Rob heads to London to work in closeprotection security for some of Hollywood's royalty – Tom Cruise, Liam Neeson, Nicole
Kidman and Mel Gibson among them – and later becomes involved in the rescue of
some very well-connected people from a dangerous religious cult. Rob's life seems to
be getting back on track.
But Rob's work soon becomes more covert, and he ends up being on the wrong side
of a police armed response unit whilst undertaking surveillance tasks, and is later
arrested as a suspect when the 'Stevens Enquiry' building in Belfast – where detectives
investigating the alleged collusion between his old unit and Loyalist paramilitaries are
based – is set on fire.
As Rob becomes involved in ever more shadowy surveillance and private security
operations, he attracts further unwanted police attention, this time from the Serious
Organised Crime Agency, and he is charged with fraud, found guilty and sentenced to
prison at HMP Wandsworth. Can Rob prove his innocence and reclaim his life?
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Non-Fiction: Autobiography
Read by Mark Meadows Playing Time: 6 hours 10 mins

Peter and Steph Shilton
Saved

Overcoming A 45-Year Gambling Addiction

September 2021

After a trophy-laden and record-setting club and international career, England's
greatest ever goalkeeper, Peter Shilton, could rightly look forward to an equally
successful post-playing career. But a gambling habit forged in his playing days soon
spiralled into a gambling addiction: a silent, self-destructive and ruinous obsession that
destroyed relationships, his mental health and very nearly himself. With the love and
support of his wife Steph, he was able to face up to his addiction, find hope for the
future and overcome his 45-year secret and turn his life around.
Peter and Steph – who has over 20 years' experience working in the NHS – now
campaign to raise awareness of this, and other destructive addictions, helping both
addicts and their partners weather the long and arduous journey back to recovery.
Their support for and work with 'The Big Step' campaign aims to bring in stricter
advertising controls and team kit sponsorship rules. Steph and Peter bravely tell both
sides of their journey with a direct honesty and an empathy born of real-life experience,
offering advice and hope to not only those affected by gambling, but sufferers of other
chronic addictions. They also shine a light on football's obsession with gambling, taking
millions of pounds from the gambling sites and bookies who sponsor the game, while
neglecting to support both the players and fans who fall prey to addiction. This is the
ultimately uplifting story of how he was saved – by Steph's love and support, and his
own strength and determination.
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Non-Fiction: Sport
Read by David Thorpe & Julie Maisey

Playing Time: 8 hours 19 mins
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